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presence of an abstract nuisance parameter n, such as an unknown distribu-
tional shape. Attention is restricted to the case where the "score func-
tions" for 0 and n are orthogonal, so that fully asymptotically efficient 
estimation is not a priori impossible. For fixed sample size we provide a 
bound of Cramer-Rao type. The bound differs from the classical one for 
known n by a term involving the integrated mean square error of an estima-
tor of a multiple of the score function for 0 for the case where 0 is known. 
This implies that an estimator of 0 can only perform well over a class of 
shapes n if it is possible to estimate the score function for 0 accurately 
over this class. 
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I. AN INEQUALITY OF C~R-RAO TYPE. 
Let x1, ••• ,~ be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables with a c01Illllon density f(•;n,8) with respect to a cr - finite 
measure µ on JR. The parameter of interest 8 belongs to an open subset 0 
of JR and the nuisance parameter n ranges over an arbitrary set H. For 
unknown n and e, it is required to estimate 8 and this is done by means 
N 
of an estimator TN= TN(X1, ••• ,~) for some measurable function TN: JR • JR. 
We are interested in the variance of TN under f(•;n,e) • We shall write Pne , 
2 Ene and crne for probabilities, expectations and variances under this model. 
The indicator function of a set B will be denoted by 7B. 
Throughout, we shall make the following regularity assumptions on the model 
and on the estimators to be considered. The first set of assumptions concerns 
differentiability in quadratic mean of the square root of the density with respect 
to e. We assume that for every (n,8) there exists a function T(•;n,e) such 
that 
(I. I) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
lim 
e' • e 
lim 
e'+e 
! ! 
f 2 (Xl;n,0') - f 2 (Xl;n,e) 
Ena[ (a'-a)f'(x1;n,a) 
Pne'< f(X 1;n,e) = o) 
-~---------=O. (e'-e) 2 
2 
- ½T(X 1;n,0)] = 0 ' 
Clearly this defines T( • ;n,0) a.e. [Pn0J and ensures that 
We complete the definition of T by requiring arbitrarily that 
(1.4) T(x;n,0) = 0 if f(x;n,e) = 0 
Note that an equivalent formulation of (I.I) - (1.3) is 
(1.5) 
• 
(1.6) 
I I 2 
11·m fff
2 (x;n,8') - f 2 (x;n,8) ] 
L (e'-e) - !p(x;n,e) dµ(x) = 8 1• 0 
0 , 
< 00 • 
2 
where p is of the form 
l 
(I. 7) p(x;n,8) = T(x;n,8)f 2 (x;n,8) , 
i.e. p = 0 if f = 0 
For fixed n, the function T(·;n,8) is called the score function for 8 
and if f is differentiable in the ordi~ary sense, it coincides with 
a log f(•;n,8)/a8 a.e. [Pn8J • For known 
8 that is contained in a single observation 
(1.8) 
n , the Fisher information concerning 
x1 is defined by 
Our second set of assumptions concerns the estimator TN. We assume that 
for every (n,8) 
( I. 9) 
. 2 ( T2 and that if En 8 TN< 00 for a certain n,8) , then N is uniformly 
integrable with respect to Pn8' for all 8' in a neighborhood of 8 • Thus, 
for some E > 0 , 
(1.10) lim sup En 8 ' T; 7{1TNl~c} = O • C-+oo 10'-0l<E 
Under the assumptions made so far, the Cramer-Rao inequality for known n 
is valid for TN, so 
(1.11) ~ {x(n,8)} 2 NI (8) 
n 
where x(n,8) = ax(n,8)/a8 • Define the function J(•;n,8) by 
( I. 12) J(x;n,8) 
and let 
(I. 13) 
x (n, 0) 
= 1 (8) T(x;n,8) 
n 
J (X.; n, 8) • 
i 
We note that (1. 11) is a consequence of the orthogonality of SN(n,8) and 
TN - SN(n,8) which yields 
(1.14) 
• 2 
= {x(n,e)}. 
NI (0) 
n 
2 But this implies, in addition, that crn0 (TN) can only come close to the 
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Cramer-Rao bound (1.11) if TN - x(n,0) is close to SN(n,0) under Pne • 
However, if H is a large set in some function space, say, then TN - x(n,e) 
can obviously not mimic SN(n,0) arbitrarily well for all n EH and conse-
quently, cr~0(TN) can't come arbitrarily close to the Cramer-Rao bound for all 
n EH simultaneously. Since we are considering the case where n EH is un-
known, it should be possible to improve on (1.11). 
Let us turn this argument around for a moment. If TN performs well as an 
estimator of 0 - or rather of x(n,0) which may include a bias term - for all 
n EH, then TN - x(n,e) must resemble SN(n,0) under Pne for every n EH 
and e E 0. It would seem therefore that TN - x(n,0) must contain information 
about the unknown function J(•;n,e) • Let us try to extract this information. 
For every fixed 0 E 0, let $(X1;e) be a sufficient statistic for x1 with 
respect to the remaining parameter n EH. According to the factorization theorem 
this means that 
(1.15) f(x;n,0) = g($(x;0);n,0)•h(x;0) a.e. [µ] 
for appropriately chosen g and h. Suppose, moreover, that for all (n,0) 
Then, for i = 1, ••• ,N, we have 
En 0(sN(n,e)l$(Xj;e) for j~i; xi~x) + 
(1.17) 
En 0(sN(n,e)l$(Xj;e) for j~i; $(Xi;e) = $(x;e)) = ½ J(x;n,e) a.e. [Pn0J • 
Since TN - x(n,0) resembles SN(n,0) under Pne, we may hope that 
NE 0(TN!l(X.;0) for j~i; X.=x) - NE 0(TNj$(X.;0) for j~i; $(X.;0) = $(x;0)) n J 1. n J 1. 
or rather its symmetrized version 
4 
for J ~ i 
(1.18) 
X. = x) + 
1. 
$(X.;e) = $(x;e)i} 
1. 
can serve as an estimator of J(x;n,B) • Note that since for each j , 
$(X.;B) is sufficient for X. for fixed e , JN is indeed independent of 
J J 
n. For known 0 it is therefore a legitimate estimator. 
We shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. 1. 
SuppoBtJ that fo:r, eVeT1f ( n, e) assumptions ( I • I) 
a:r,e satisfied. For eVeT1f fixed e, let $(X1;e) 
:r,espect to n and let (1.16) hold fo:r, all (n,B) 
- (1.3), (1.9) and (I.IO) 
be sufficient fo:r, x1 with 
• Then, fo:r, eveT'!f (n,B) , 
• 2 
( 2 ( ) > {x(n,e)} 1 J{ }2 1.19) one TN - NI (B) + N Ene JN(x.;B) - J(x;n,B) f(x;n,B)dµ(x) • 
n 
The theorem asserts that the Cramer-Rao bound may be improved by adding -1 N 
times the integrated mean square error (MSE) of the estimator JN of the 
function J, which is an unknown multiple of the score function T. It is 
unsatisfactory that the right-hand side of (I.I9) depends on the choice of TN. 
However, one may obviously rephrase the theorem to assert only the existence 
of an estimator JN such that (1.19) holds. The message of the theorem is then 
clear: the accuracy with which one can estimate 0 for unknown n is delimited 
by how well one can do for known n on the one hand and how well one can estimate 
J(•;n,B) for known e on the other. Clearly the latter depends 'strongly on the 
class H. If T(•;n,B) runs through a large class of score functions as n 
ranges over H, then the integrated MSE of any estimator of J may be quite 
large, especially for some particularly irregular choices of •• If T is 
restricted to a smaller class of nicely behaved score functions as n EH, then 
the integrated MSE may be much smaller. Finally, if n is known so that H 
consists of a single element, then J(•;n,B) can serve as an estimator of it-
self and (1.19) reduces to the Cramer-Rao inequality. 
In a sense, the result of theorem I.I is not at all surprising. Adaptive 
estimators of a parameter for an unknown distributional shape are always based 
on some kind of preliminary estimate of the unknown score function followed by 
a good est:i,tnate of 0 for the distributional shape corresponding to the estimated 
score function. For such estimators it is to be expected that a bound on their 
accuracy should involve both the accuracy of estimating e for known n and 
that of estimating n for known e • The novel aspect of theorem I.I, however, 
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is that it is not assumed that the estimator TN is based on a preliminary 
estimate of the score function, but that an estimate of J for known 0 is 
derived from TN. In effect we are saying that any successful adapttve estimation 
procedure must involve - either explicitly or implicitly - the estimation of the 
score function (or rather of J) and that because of this, the accuracy of 
estimating J enters into the lower bound for the variance of the adaptive 
estimator. 
Though theorem I.I is purely a finite sample result, it obviously has 
asymptotic implications. As an example, it clearly provides a finite sample 
analogue of a conjecture of Bickel (1982) which states, loosely speaking, that 
asymptotically fully efficient adaptive estimation is possible only if a 
consistent estimator of the score function exists. 
In this connection the role of assumption (1.16) is of interest. It is well-
known (cf. Stein (1956), Bickel (1982) and Begun, Hall, Huang and Wellner (1983)) 
that a necessary condition for asymptotically fully efficient adaptive estimation 
to be possible, is that the two estimation problems - that of 0 for known n 
and that of n for known 0 - are, in a sense, asymptotically
0
orthogonal. Since 
w(X 1;e) is sufficient with respect to n for known 0 and T(X 1;n,0) con-
tains the information about 0 locally for.known n , assumption (1.16) is 
indeed an asymptotic orthogonality condition of this kind. In making this 
assumption we are therefore restricting attention to the case where fully 
asymptotically efficient estimation is not a priori impossible. In a way, this 
restriction is a reasonable one because without it, the Cramer-Rao inequality 
(1.11) is no longer a logical point of departure. In a companion paper we intend 
to discuss the more general situation where orthogonality is not necessarily 
present. 
Even though it serves the same purpose, assumption (1.16) looks a bit 
different from the orthogonality conditions employed by other authors. Stein (1956) 
and Begun et al. (1983) define a class of score functions for n as the class of 
all limits, in the ordinary sense or in L2 , of the form 
log f(• ;n",0) - log f(• ;n,0)· 
lim ------..,....-....... ------
'\)4<X> d(n",n) 
or 
,. 
2 lim 
'\)4<X> 
l ! 
f 2 (•;nv,0) - f 2 (·;n,0) 
d(n n)f}(··n 0) \), ' , 
6 
where d denotes an appropriately chosen distance and 
For all such score functions cr( • ;n,6) they require 
lim d(n ,n) = O. 
\) 
Bickel (1982) considers all "score functions" cr(•;n,6) of the form 
f(•;n',6) - f(•;n,6) 
f(•;n,0) 
for n' EH and again requires (1.20), which now reduces to 
• 
for all n' EH. 
Under an additional completeness assumption on the sufficient statistic 
~(X1;6) , condition (1.16) in theorem I.I may be replaced by a condition of the 
form (1.20) for an appropriate class of "score functions" cr. Since we are not 
concerned with asymptotics where only local properties count, there seems to be 
no need to introduce differentiation with respect to n in order to define our 
score functions. Bickel's definition, however, has the drawback that the expec-
tation in (1.21) need not exist. To remedy this we consider all score functions 
of the form 
f½(·;n',6) - f½(•;n;0) 
f½(•;n,6) 
for n' EH and require (1.20), which reduces to 
(I. 22) J .(x; n, 6) f½ (x; n, 6)f½ (x; n' ,6)dµ (x) = O for all n' EH. 
Of course we have to tailor the completeness assumption on ~(X1;6) to 
this particular choice of score functions. Define densities 
for all n' in the set Hn 6 where 
-~ A (n,n' ,6) r 1 1 = f 2 (x;n,6)f 2 (x;n',6)dµ(x) > 0. 
J 
\ 
' 
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We shall write P , and E , 0 for probabilities and expectations under nn e nn 
this model. For every fixed n and e we assume that ~(x1;e) is complete 
with respect to n' E Hne 
some measurable function 
Pnn'e(m(~(XI;e)) = 0) = I 
THEOREM I • 2. 
under this model, i.e. 
m , Enn'e m(Hx1;e)) = 
for all n' E Hne . 
if for 
0 for 
some 
all 
( n , e) .and for 
n' E Hne , then 
Suppose that for every (n,e) assumptions (I.I) - (1.3), (1.9) and (I.IO) are 
satisfied. For every fixed e , Zet ~(x1; e) be sufficient for x1 with 
respect to n; for every fixed (n,e), let ~(X1 ;e) be complete with respect 
to n' under the model P , 8 • Suppose finally that (1.22) holds for all nn 
(n,n' ,e) • Then, for every (n,e) , inequality (1.19) holds. 
In section 2 we provide the proofs of theorems I.I and 1.2. The most obvious 
example, i.e. the estimation of location for an unknown synnnetric density, is 
briefly discussed in section 3. 
2 • PROOF OF THE THEOREMS. 
Let 
N 
fN(x;n,e) = II 
i=I 
f(x. ;n,e) 
l. 
denote the density of X = (X 1, ••• ,~) with respect to the N - fold product 
measure µN taken at the point x = (x 1, ••• ,~) • Since N is fixed, a standard 
argument shows that (1.6) and (1.7) - or equivalently (1.2) and (1.3) - imply 
(2. l) 
where 
(2.2) 
I I 
. f[f~(x;n,e') - f~(x;n,e) 
11.m (e'-0) 
8 1 +0 
! N 
= f~(x;n,e) I T(x.;n,e) 
i=l 1 
St:ppose that 
and je'-el < £. 
2 E T < 00 for a certain (n,8) . Take 
ne N 
In view of (1.9) and (2.1) , 
,. 
£ > 0 as in (1.10) 
8 
(2.3) 
with 
(2.4) 
! ! 
, ) J f~(x;n,0')-f~(x;n,0) 1 1 
x<n,~ 0~=~}n,
0 
= TN(x)• (0,_0) •{f~(x;n,0')+f~(x;n,0)}dµN(x) = 
= JTN(x){~pN(x;n,e)+~N(x;n,0,e')}{f!(x;n,0')+f!(x;n,0»dµN(x)· 
lim Jf~(x;n,0,0')dµN(x) = O. 
0'+0 
Because of (I.IO), En 0' Ti is bounded for le'-el < £ and by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality 
(2.5) 
By another application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality combined with (1.6), (2.1) 
and (I.IO) , 
(2.6) 
Together, (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.2) imply the existence of x(n,e) as well as 
(2. 7) T(X.; n, 0) 
l. 
Repeating this argument with both TN and x replaced by I , we find 
(2.8) 
Combining (2. 7) and (2.8) we arrive at the de'composition (I. 14). 
2 To prove theorem I.I it remains to study crn 0(TN-SN(n,0)) for SN(n,0) as 
defined by (1.12) and (1.13). We begin by noting that 
(2.9) 
Consider the conditional distribution of X = (X1, ••• ,~) given ¢(X1;e), ..• ,¢(~;6) • 
Under this conditional probability model, x1, .•• ,~ are still i. i.d. and an appli-
cation of Haj~k's projection lemma (cf. Hajek (1968)) to this conditional setup yields 
9 
o~ e( TN -sN ( n, e) I 1/J (X 1 ; e) , ••• , 1/J (~; e)) ;,: 
(2. IO) 
, iii a~0{En0(TN-sN(n,e)lw<xj;e) far j•i;xi)lw<x1;e), .•. ,w(X,.;0)}. 
It follows from (2.9), (2.10) and the inequality IN 2 -I IN 2 • I a. ;,: N ( • I a.) i= i i= i that 
o
2
8 (TN-sN(n,e));,: I E e{E 8(TN-sN(n,e)jl/J(XJ.;e) for j~i;xi) + n i=I n n 
- En0(TN-SN(n,e)jl/J(X1;8), •.• ,l/J(~;e))}
2 
= 
(2. I I) 
= ill Ene J{Ene(TN-SN(n,e)jl/J(Xj;e) for j~i;Xi=x) + 
2 
- Ene(TN-SN(n,8)!1/J(Xj;e) for j~i;l/J(Xi;e) = 1/J(x;e))} f(x;n,e)dµ(x);,: 
;,: N-
1
Ene J{iI
1
[En 8(TN-SN(n,e)ll/J(Xj;e) for j~i;Xi=x) + 
- Ene(TN-SN(n,0)jl/J(Xj;8) for j~i;ijJ(Xi;e) = l/J(x;e))]}
2
f(x;n,e)dµ(x) • 
But since (1.16) implies (1.17) and in view of definition (1.18), we may write (2.11) 
as 
(2. 12) 
Theorem I.I now follows from (1.14) and (2.12). 
To prove theorem 1.2, we note that the factorization theorem (cf. (1.15)) ensures 
that for fixed (n, 8) , is sufficient for x 1 
under the model P , 8 • It follows that nn 
(2. 13) 
with respect to 
is independent of n' EH • However, according to (1.22) , 
ne 
(2.14) 
n ' EH ne 
for all n' EH 8 and the completeness assumption implies that the conditional ex-, n 
pectation in (2.13) vanishes a.s. under Pnn'e for every n' E Hne • Since (2.13) 
is independent of n' , we may take n' = n and (1.16) follows. Theorem 1.2 is now 
a consequence of theorem I.I. 
II y• 
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3. ESTIMATING LOCATION UNDER SYMMETRY. 
Let H be the class of probability densities n with respect· to Lebesgue 
measure on JR, which are synnnetric about O and absolutely continuous with 
derivative n' , and which possess a finite Fisher information 
(3. I) 00 • 
Let x 1 , ••• ,~ be i.i.d. with a connnon density f(•;n,8) = n(•-8) , where 
n EH and 8 EJR are both unknown. Under this model it is reasonable to esti-
mate 8 by a location equivariant estimator TN= TN(x1 , ••• ,~) , i.e. an 
estimator satisfying 
(3. 2) 
for all 
then 
(3. 3) 
X = and 
x(n,e) = Ene TN= ~(n) + e , 
so that x(n,8) - I • 
a E JR • If we assume that E T2 
ne N < 00 ' 
It is easy to see that for this model the regularity conditions (1.5) - (1.7) 
(or equivalently (I.I) - (1.3)) are satisfied with T = - n'(•-8)/n(•-8) • Clearly 
assumptions (1.9) and (I.IO) on TN also hold. Choosing 
(3.4) 1/J(x;e) = Ix-el 
we see that for fixed 8 , 1/J(X1;e) is sufficient for x 1 with respect to 
n EH. Since n'/n is an odd function and n is synnnetric, we have 
(3.5) 
in view of (3.1). Hence the assumptions of theorem I.I are satisfied and 
(3.6) 2 1 I J 2 crn 8 (TN) ~ NI +NE 8 {JN(x;e)-J(x;n,e)} n(x-e)dx, 
? n n 
where 
l l 
(3. 7) J(x;n,e) -I n' (x-e) = -I , 
n n(x-e) 
JN(x;e) = _I {E 0(rNj lx,-el for j;;ti;Xi=x) + 1=1 n J 
- En0(rN\ lxj-el for j;zi;lxi-el=lx-e!)} = 
(3.8) N . 
= ½ I {E 0(r I lx,-el for j;zi;X.-8=x-e) + i= l n N J 1 
- En8(rNI lxj-el for j;zi;Xi-e=-(x-e))}. 
Obviously,. neither side of (3.6) depends on e and we may therefore simplify 
(3. 6) to 
(3.9) 2 l l I 2 onO(TN) ~ NI +NE O {JN(x)-J(x;n)} n(x)dx' 
n n 
where 
(3 IO) ( ) - I-1 n' (x) 
· J x; n = n n (x) ' 
(3. 11) 
N 
= !I {E 0(rN\lx,!for j;zi;X.=x)- E JrNjlx,lfor j;zi;X.=-x)}. i= 1 n . J 1 n , J 1 1 
This result is given in Klaassen (1981), which also contains a discussion of the 
implications of inequality (3.9). 
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